
 

Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 264 

Minutes of Condo Board Meeting on Thursday, January 23, 2020 
 

Present: Eric Auger, Claude Durocher, Nadia Freeman (VP of Operations, CI), Jennifer 
Goldstone, Michelle Richards (CIPM), Heather Ross 

 
 
Location of meeting: CCC 264 Office  
 

 

  ACTION  
1. CALL TO  

ORDER 
 

 Meeting began at 6:32 pm 

2. APPROVAL  
OF AGENDA 
 

 Agenda approved. Motion moved by     
Claude Durocher and seconded by Heather      
Ross. 
 

3 APPROVAL OF 
NOV. 20 
MINUTES 

 Minutes approved as written. Motion     
moved by Claude Durocher and seconded      
by Eric Auger. 
 

 
  
4.1 Reserved Parking 

Spots 
CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Management has been getting several     
requests for additional parking; however,     
the inventory list is not correct to indicate        
which spaces are available. Michelle will      
send a copy of the list to the Board who will           
keep an eye on the “R” parking spots to         
make sure that they are not being used by         
unauthorized vehicles and to indicate to her       
which ones are not being used.  
 

4.2 Pool  CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

CIPM has scheduled a meeting with owners       
for March 2nd to vote on whether the pool         
will be permanently closed in 2020. CIPM       
will send a pre-notice to owners on       
Monday, Jan. 27th and the notice, with       
proxies, will be sent out 20 days prior to the          
meeting. The notice will state that if no        
quorum is reached, the Board will make the        
decision. The notice will also include some       
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context, at a minimum the cover letter about        
the pool survey from last year. The package        
will include the AGM draft minutes for       
information, an updated PIC and the      
updated rules book. Heather has offered to       
walk around the week before the meeting to        
ask for proxies. Cairine Wilson High School       
has been booked for the meeting. 
 

4.3 Roof Repair- 
Block 782 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

The Board has approved and agreed to sign        
the Roofshield cheque in good faith and will        
look to Keller in the Spring to confirm that         
the chimney sidings have been replaced.  
 

4.4 Waste Connections/
City of Ottawa  
Garbage issues 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle confirmed that the bent garbage      
lid caused by wind storm (opposite the 782        
block) has been repaired. 

4.5 Lighting  CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Metrosphere has completed updating the     
lighting around the condo. The installation      
of the new lamppost (by Claude’s vehicle)       
will be done in the spring. 
 
The owner in 83B complained that the       
lighting is disturbing his sleep. He has       
agreed to try new drapes to alleviate the        
problem.  
 

4.6 Steps CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Management confirmed that the steps at      
Block 770: 18, 19 & 20 and Block 782: 32A          
& 31A have been repaired. Steps at Block        
758:84A and Block 790:63A will be      
repaired in the Spring. 
 

4.7 Painting CIPM ONGOING: This action will be brought      
forward in the Spring at which time CIPM        
will obtain 3 quotes for the following:       
balconies/posts at block 782 (1 coat);      
carport of block 770 (2 coats) – metal paint         
will be needed for post; blocks 758, 762 and         
766 (1 coat). Greg Collins Painting will be        
given the opportunity to quote. It was       
suggested that Brian Buys also be invited to        
quote. 
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4.8 PM Contract CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle delivered the PM Contract to the       
Board. Jennifer will review the document      
and forward comments to the Board with       
recommendation to sign it.  
 

4.9 Auditor selection 
2019-20 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle confirmed that the PIC notice to       
owners regarding the new auditor selection      
will be sent to owners at the same time as          
the pool notice.  
 
It was brought to Management’s attention      
that the November 29th PIC was sent to        
owners with Eric’s personal information. In      
the future this information should be      
blacked out.  
 

4.10 Gutters / Trees CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle confirmed that Roofshield did the      
eavestrough cleaning at blocks 766 & 762. 
DEFERED TO SPRING: 
Michelle will speak with Kott to confirm       
that the eavestrough cleaning was done to       
block 750. 
Claude will identify the trees that need to be         
trimmed or removed in order to confirm to        
Marcel Pelletier and get a quote. 
CIPM and the Board will also determine in        
the Spring walkabout if trees in the yards at         
units 35 and 68 need to be removed.  
 

4.11 Siding 
Deficiencies and 
fence repair  

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Keller confirmed to CIPM that all      
deficiencies were addressed as at December      
20, 2019: 7A – do not reinstate mailbox        
(direction; not deficiency) 
11B- screens damaged during construction;     
significant cold air around windows 
2A- lighting not working 
83B- Cold air coming under door 
50B- Cold air around windows 
26A- fence repair 
 
Michelle will ask Keller for a copy of the         
deficiency list and will send it to the Broad         
for our records. 
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5.  FINANCIAL REPORT 
 
5.1 Account 

Receivables  
#1101 Other  
Receivables 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

ONGOING: It will be necessary to look at        
past minutes to determine what the issue is        
as it is been going on for over a year. Yawar           
was working on providing an explanation.      
(See minutes of Apr. 25, 2019; Yawar said        
that these are old entries that had been        
written off or collected, but not dealt with in         
the system. The amount is not attached to        
any unit. Yawar said he would break it        
down to show credits etc. and share with the         
Board).  
 

5.2 A/R Aging 
Summary 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle is to review the November A/R list        
with Laura as there are duplicate names for        
units.  
 
Michelle confirmed that the credits were      
prepaid amounts.  
 
The list needs to be updated to show who         
has been sent letters for arrears.  
 
The Board again confirmed to Michelle that       
units are to be liened when necessary, so as         
not to exceed the timeline within which       
liens must be levied. The Board also said        
that everyone was to be liened equally – no         
payment schedules arranged. 
 

5.3 Finances CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

CIPM sent the Board an email on January        
23rd answering financial questions posed by      
Jennifer in an earlier email. 
 
The Board would like Yawar to attend a        
Board meeting to walk us through the       
Reserve Fund in order to understand      
what/when funds will be needed for large       
projects.  
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The Board will meet with RBC to get        
recommendations on GIC investments.    
Michelle agreed to send quarterly GIC      
statements to the Board. 
 
Michelle confirmed that invoices prepared     
by CondoWorks will first be reviewed by       
Michelle and then emailed to Jennifer and       
Claude for approval and sign off for       
payment.  
 
Michelle said that fines for NSF cheques are        
only now starting to be collected. See line        
item in financial statement. Michelle said      
she would ask BDO why it says “-$100”. 
 
Michelle said she would work on getting a        
system whereby when an owner moves,      
CIPM collections by pre-authorized    
payments stop. 
 
It was noted that Accounting has suggested       
twice that General Repairs come out of the        
Reserve Fund. Michelle said she would look       
into criteria of what could be charged to the         
Reserve Fund and let the Board know. 
 

 
6.  OTHER BUSINESS 
 
6.1 Roof Replacement  

And Balcony Roof 
Block 802  

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

The Board confirmed that the roof at block        
754 will be done first in the Spring and then          
block 798.  
 
Michelle said she would have Keller obtain       
quotes from Kott and 2 others for the rooves         
to be redone. Michelle will check with       
OCS to see if they do roofing as well as          
siding. If they do, she will ask them to quote          
on the roofing.  
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It was decided by the Board that the        
balcony roof at block 802 will wait until        
that block’s roof is redone in 2021. 
 

6.2 Rules/ Regulations  
Handbook 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

The revised Rules & Regulations will be       
sent to owners as part of the pool meeting         
package.  

6.3 Williams 
Landscaping and 
fence repair 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

DEFERRED TO SPRING: A fence was      
damaged at the southeast corner of block       
786 (Unit 42A) due to snow removal at        
least a year ago. Ryan of Williams       
Landscaping tried to get material to replace       
it, but Fence-all doesn’t make it anymore.       
Heather noted that some of our fencing was        
done by Total Fence in 2010 – might be         
worth looking into it with them. Claude said        
he would look in the shed for spare fence         
material to fix the fence in the spring.  
 

6.4 Billing – Waste 
Connections 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle checked and there was no older       
contract with Waste Connections. This can      
be removed from the February minutes. 
 

6.5 Foundation Leak 
70A  

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

70A will be completed at the same time as         
the pool house mock-up by OCS. CI will        
ask for a confirmed date. 
 
82A - Michelle confirmed that the drywall       
and repairs have been completed but      
excavation will be completed in March      
2020. 
 

6.6 Siding Project  KELLER/ 
DOMINION/ 
CIPM/OCS 

Yawar is reviewing the contract with      
Ottawa Construction Services (OCS), will     
approve it and send it to OCS. The Board is          
still waiting for Keller to provide a schedule        
for next Phase in the spring with OCS.        
They need to advise when the pool house        
mock up will be started. OCS is waiting for         
permits to be issued by the City. 
 
At this point, Phase 3 will be blocks 754,         
750 and the office and Phase 4 will be         
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blocks 794, 798, 790 and 802. This is        
subject to change. 
 
Dominion has removed all their equipment      
has been removed.  
 
The Board decided that it was not necessary        
to hold a meeting with the owners in blocks         
758, 762 and 766 to determine any damage        
done to their properties. 
 

6.7 CLV CIPM Michelle confirmed that Jennifer Boyd of      
CLV is the Property Manager for units       
listed.  
 
DEFERRED: Jennifer still intends to do a       
walkabout and note infractions for CIPM to       
follow up on. 
 

6.8 Records 
Management 

BOARD/CIPM ONGOING: Heather continues to go     
through the boxes of records that were       
delivered to the pool house/condo office.  

Jennifer and Heather took 4 boxes of       
documents for shredding to Ottawa Shred. 

  
6.9 Speed Bumps CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

Claude confirmed that the spikes for the       
speed bumps are in the shed.  
 
Michelle is to get quotes on the purchase of         
2 speed bumps from Great Outdoors and       
Uline in order to place orders and have        
them for installation in the Spring. 
 

6.10 Garbage / Hector 
Hernandez 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle confirmed that OMS was hired to       
take care of the garbage cleanup as of        
January 1, 2020.  
 
Hector dropped by the meeting to drop off 4         
unpaid invoices. Michelle will see to it that        
these outstanding invoices are paid ASAP.  
 

6.11 Condo Office/ 
Electrical Panel/ 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

ONGOING:  We will revisit in the Spring. 
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Bathroom Taps 
 

 

6.12 Chimney and 
Fireplace 
Inspections 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle forwarded Mr. Drouin handwritten     
report to the Board. CI sent registered       
letters on January 20, 2020 notifying those       
owners of decommissioned fireplaces.  
 

6.13 Bollards Repair CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Bollards at 55 and 56 electricity have not        
restored. No complaints have been received      
for either bollards. 
 

6.14 44A Exterior  
Cabinets 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle is to send an infraction letter to the         
owner to remove the cabinets within 30       
days and remediate the siding. If not done in         
that time frame, then a contractor will be        
hired and the owner charged for it. 
 

6.15 Shed Emptying CIPM ONGOING: CIPM is waiting to hear from       
OCS re: when it will re-side the pool house,         
so CIPM can hire a contractor to empty the         
shed and move it out of the way. 
 

6.16 Eavestroughs CIPM 
 

 

Michelle and Keller are to walk around       
blocks 758, 766 and 762 to confirm that        
Dominion restored the eavestroughs on     
those blocks  
 

6.17 Landscaping 
Contract  
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 
 

 

A contract was signed with Always      
Growing until October 31, 2020. It was       
noted on the office blackboard that the       
Board and CIPM will have to consider the        
2021 contract in early fall.  

6.18 Budget 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

The budget for 2020 was approved by the        
Board and sent out to owners by the 15th of          
December. 

6.19 Carbon Monoxide  
Detectors  

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

CIPM is to send a notice to owners,        
reminding them of their responsibility to      
maintain smoke detectors and carbon     
monoxide detectors. 
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6.20 Directors’ 
Positions 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

Michelle confirmed that a Notice of Change       
was filed with the Condo Authority of       
Ontario noting the change to the      
composition of Board. 
 
The Board will discretely canvas any owner       
they think might be interested in joining the        
Board as the fifth member. 
 
Eric advised that he has started the required        
mandatory director training online.  
 

6.21 Directors’ 
Positions 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

Michelle confirmed that a Notice of Change       
was filed with the Condo Authority of       
Ontario noting the change to the      
composition of Board. 
 
The Board will discretely canvas any owner       
they think might be interested in joining the        
Board as the fifth member. 
 
Eric advised that he has started the required        
mandatory director training online.  
 

6.22 Electric 
Vehicles 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

Heather presented some figures associated     
with the cost of installing charging stations.       
This item will be discussed further in the        
future. 
 

 
.  NEW BUSINESS 
 
7.1 70A crack in roof CIPM Michelle updated on a repair to 70A – a         

crack in the roof. 
7.2 Bathtub and 

construction 
material 
disposal 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

It was noted that someone had disposed of a         
bathtub and construction materials. The     
Board wondered if the City would pick it        
up, or if a pickup and payment by the owner          
would have to be arranged. (The items were        
picked up the next day). 
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Meeting adjourned at 9.00 pm  
  
The next Board meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, February 26, 2020 at 6:30 pm. 
 
 
Minutes Approved: _________________________ 
February 26, 2020 _________________________ 

 


